
Adblock Bristol Arts Coordinator (voluntary role)

Location: Bristol
Hours: Approx. 1.5 - 5 hours per week, flexible

Background
Adblock Bristol was established in 2017 with a vision for a happier, healthier city free from
corporate outdoor advertising. We are a volunteer-led campaigning group and we’re part
of the national Adfree Cities network which has a collective vision and values, and a
dedicated team of four part-time staff who are also based in Bristol.

What Adblock Bristol does:
● Work with local residents to oppose plans for new digital advertising screens, and to

remove existing screens.
● Showcase community arts, nature and ad-free space as alternatives to corporate

outdoor advertising.
● Lobby local government for policy change.
● Share learning and skills with other Adblock groups in the Adfree Cities network

We strongly believe in our right to public space and that our communities are stronger
without the invasion of corporate messaging. Since 2017 we have worked with residents to
prevent 30 large new digital screens and 26 smaller screens, and successfully supported

https://adfreecities.org.uk/our-vision-and-values/


Bristol City Council in developing a new policy to restrict outdoor advertising. We have also
run a community arts board in St Werburghs and collaborated with arts projects including
Brandalism.

The community arts board project utilises public space that would otherwise be given
over to more corporate advertising to showcase the work of local artists across different
disciplines. Where possible these installations are created in collaboration with the local
community and aim to reflect the experiences and values of those living in Bristol.

We are continuing to manage a new community arts board in St Werburgh’s. As well as
the arts board, we are constantly seeing new opportunities for arts projects across Bristol;
we have many artists and creatives among our close supporters and there is exciting
potential for us to bring arts back into a central role in our campaign now that we are
seeing fewer covid restrictions on in person activities.

Adblock Bristol’s Arts Group needs a dedicated Arts Coordinator to take on existing arts
projects and bring their own creativity and ideas to the campaign. The role offers the
opportunity to effect real change by showcasing imaginative and creative alternatives to
big brand advertising, building our case for cities that belong to people not corporations.
The Arts Coordinator will help us to build grassroots power, and will gain experience in a
range of skills including volunteer coordination, artist liaison and community arts delivery
depending on your interests. The role will be supported by the Adfree Cities staff team and
Adblock Bristol coordinators.

The role

Core activities:
● Responsibility for running of the Adblock Bristol community arts board in St

Werburgh’s. This includes: working with the Arts Group to install new artworks
every 2 - 3 months; liaising with artists to develop new artworks, ordering prints and
arranging installation days. There may also be opportunities to coordinate
collaborative community art workshops depending on funding availability and
interest.

● Coordinate the Adblock Bristol Arts Group members. This includes: organising
meetings, identifying and developing opportunities for new arts projects, and
collaborating with other groups in Bristol.

● Monitor incoming queries to the Arts Group via email and contribute to Adblock
Bristol’s instagram and twitter.

● Attend Adblock Bristol monthly meetings when you can.

There is significant scope for the Arts Coordinator to shape their own role and to spend
time on, or develop, activities depending on their interests and skills.

https://adfreecities.org.uk/bristol/burg-arts/
http://instagram.com/adblockbristol/
https://twitter.com/AdblockBristol


Skills and experience required
● Experience of coordinating or working in a team
● Being organised
● An interest in art, subvertising, street art and the right to public space
● Confident in working with a diverse range of people from different backgrounds
● Interested in community activism and raising local community voices
● A commitment to the vision and values of Adblock Bristol and Adfree Cities

What we can offer
● An opportunity to gain experience in coordinating and developing an important

part of a well established and effective campaign, to make a real contribution to
community arts in Bristol

● Training opportunities including: working with the press; artwork development,
large scale printing, artwork installation.

● Support from the Adfree Cities staff team
● A chance to gain workplace experience in volunteer management, facilitation, arts

development, communications, press engagement, networking
● Optional use of the Adfree Cities studio space in Easton for your work with Adblock

Bristol. The Adfree Cities staff are based at Pennywell Studios, and Adblock Bristol
meetings are often hosted there

● The 1.5-5 hours per week can be distributed to suit you. The work could be done on
evenings and weekends if preferred.

Duration:We are looking for someone who could take on the role for 8 - 12 months
minimum.

How to apply
Please email adblockbristol@gmail.com with your CV and a brief covering letter or email,
describing why you want this role and outlining your skills and experience, by 20th March
2022, 11:59pm.

https://adfreecities.org.uk/our-vision-and-values/

